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has been working to
improve the lives of res-
idents from the Buena
Vida neighborhood,
offering family counsel-
ing, helping them put
together a neighbor-
hood watch, teaching
children history and art,
as well as informing
adults about voting,
greening and wellness. 
Nursing program receives state grant
UTB/TSC has received a
$48,000 grant from the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating
Board to help develop master-
prepared nurses to serve as
potential faculty in the Associate
Degree Nursing program. 
The grant "will [also] provide
funds to support the develop-
ment and training of current fac-
ulty," UTB/TSC President Juliet
V. García told the Southmost
Union Junior College District
board of trustees during its Nov.
20 meeting.
She said the university antici-
pates that this training will bring
"at least six new master-level
students that will commit to the
project and become nursing fac-
ulty upon graduation."
The university also has
received $37,000 from
Coordinating Board for a sum-
mer institute to provide pre-
nursing enrichment for students
who want to enter the Associate
Degree Nursing program.
In other business, board chair-
man Chester Gonzalez said the
inaugural meeting of the
UTB/TSC Futures Commission
on Nov. 19 "was a success."  
He said the commission will
"help us design the next level of
By Analiz González
Staff Writer
See ‘Board,’ Page 12
A new degree plan
will affect those seek-
ing bachelor of busi-
ness administration or




Jose Ricalday, a sophomore computer science major and captain of
Los Dormitorios soccer team, gets his head shaved by Ivan Alvarado, a
sophomore business major and captain of La Korrupcion soccer team.
Los Dormitorios lost to La Korrupcion Nov. 21 in a tourney sponsored
by the Office of Student Activities. The teams bet that the captain of the
losing team would shave his head.
Take it all off!
The UTB/TSC Student Government Association
has passed a resolution to support and create a ref-
erendum next spring on building a recreation cen-
ter at UTB/TSC.
Student Government Association President
Edward Camarillo explained during the Nov. 21
meeting that the purpose of the resolution was to
create a referendum in conjunction with Student
Affairs in favor of proposing the construction of
the rec center. 
The resolution also calls for the SGA to spend no
more than $300 in the campaign.
Freshman Senator Abraham Ponce asked
whether a committee was currently in place for the
campaign. 
Camarillo replied that there was and that he
serves on the committee, along with Sergio
Martinez, of Student Affairs; Alex Salinas, SGA
vice president for historical archives; and Director
of Student Activities and Resident Life Vince
Solis, who heads the committee. 
James Vogelsang, upper-level senator for the
College of Science, Mathematics and Technology,
asked whether the referendum applied to the stu-
dent body or the community.
Camarillo said the referendum was for students.
Senator Luis Gutierrez, lower-level senator for
the School of Business, asked the president where
the proposed recreational sports facility would be
built.
Camarillo replied that the immediate purpose of
By Adrian Peña
Staff Writer
See ‘SGA,’ Page 16
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Campus to observe Mexican holiday traditions
The posada and pastorela, two holi-
day traditions of the Mexican culture,
will take place at 7 p.m. Friday on the
UTB/TSC campus. 
The Office of Student Activities and
the Dean of Students Office are spon-
soring the event, which is divided in
three parts: the peregrinación, the pas-
torela and the posada.
The peregrinación, or procession,
starts at the Free Speech Area, which is
located behind Gorgas Hall, and ends
at the SET-B Plaza. The procession
will consist of students portraying
Mary and Joseph walking along with
peregrinos, or pilgrims and re-enacting
their search for lodging before Jesus
Christ's birth. The procession will go
through the university's paseo, where
"homes" will be set up, and the pil-
grims will ask for lodging.
After the peregrinación, the pas-
torela will take place at 7:30 p.m.  in
the SET-B Lecture Hall. The pastorela,
or shepherd's play, is about the birth of
Jesus.
Students, most of them members of
Club Cultural Latinoamericano, will
perform the play. Club member Raul
Contreras volunteered to adapt the
script from an older version and to
direct the play. 
University officials say the event is
cultural, not religious.
"It's something cultural, we don't see
it as religious," said Aragelia Salazar-
Figueroa, a student development spe-
cialist for the Dean of Students Office
and sponsor of the club. 
During the Spanish colonization of
Mexico, the Spaniards used pastorelas
to evangelize the natives. The shep-
herd's play has become an important
tradition of Mexican culture. 
Today, pastorelas are comedies done
in a modern way. The costumes and the
stage might have an up-to-date look,
but the message is still the same as the
first pastorelas: good vs. evil. 
At the end of the pastorela, around
8:30 p.m., the posada will take place.
This is a Mexican-style party with
food, piñatas, games such as lotería,
and a performance by Grupo
Folklórico Tizatlán. 
Vince Solis, director of Student
Activities and Resident Life, said the
university is expecting a big crowd.
"It's one of our largest events, we are
anticipating about 600 or 700 people
this year," he said.
UTB/TSC has celebrated the posa-
da/pastorela for 11 years.
"This pastorela started back in 1992
and we started with a small group of
members, and it was something small,
and every year it's getting bigger and
bigger, and it's part of the traditions
that we don't want to lose," Salazar-
Figueroa said.
The event is open to the public.
Admission is free. 
By Andrea Figueroa
Staff Writer
Monica Padilla, Jesus Paredes, Karla Treviño and Crisanto Villarreal
portray angels for the pastorela. 
DAMARIS GLORIA/COLLEGIAN
Come enjoy the free festivities, which inlude mariachis, piñatas, food and lots of fun!     
UTB/TSC
Presents the 2003
Posada and Pastorela 
Begins at 7 p.m. Dec. 5 in the Free Speech Area!
Free to Entire Community
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Student Soapbox
"Yeah I would, I mean the gym right now is really limited and an
increase in machines and stuff would be good. It would be fun that
way. We would have more choices."
--Selena Barbosa
Freshman education major
"Yes, because it would increase the number of athletes in the school
and it would bring more students to the university."
--Sarai Barrera
Freshman 
Would you support a fee to finance a recre-
ational sports facility for the university?
Last week I had an argument with a
classmate about my career and he
asked me, "Well, what does a musician
do?" The most logical answer would
be to perform but that's when I stopped
and thought about it. What does it take
to be a good musician?
When I started with this dream, my
idea was to go to college, educate
myself, go out and get a contract to be
the next Whitney Houston. Reality is,
people take for granted the real duty of
the musician.
My first semester as a musician I
thought it was going to be easy; I
mean, what is the science of it, really?
Then when I went to the classes it was
a real shocker! 
"You need to support the tone, breath
with your diaphragm, lift your soft
palate and let the sound go out," the
professor said in my first class. So
many things have to be under control
when you are singing! 
I was a bit disappointed because I
found it hard to understand this entire-
ly new concept. Even though it just
seems like something simple, let me
tell you, it takes a lot of determination
to be a good musician.
I decided to do some research by
asking some musicians. They told me
that one of the most important things is
to perform well but above all, to have
acceptance from the audience. That is
when it clicked, that the most impor-
tant thing above all is what your audi-
ence thinks of you.
I decided to continue with my jour-
ney toward music and got invited to
perform. I thought, 'Oh, my God! What
am I going to do?' So I prepared reper-
tory for the performance. When I was
about to perform, my heartbeat was
like a drum playing some sort of calyp-
so but after I performed, that is when
the expectation began. Will they like
it? Did I do a good job? And a thou-
sand more questions kept popping in
my head. Then, I heard a warm round
of applause and felt the acceptance.    
One of the most important things
people need to realize is how difficult
it is to be a well-rounded musician.
The idea that you have to be born with
talent to be a musician is just a myth. I
learned that what makes you be a good
musician is not your looks, how much
money you spend on your appearance,
if you have a Billboard top 10 record
or if you were born with talent; what
makes somebody a good musician is
hard work and perseverance. 
In other words, never give up when
somebody tells you that you cannot do
it, that you have to be born with talent.
I know a lot of musicians who say they
are talented and want to be pop stars
and a lot of others who want to do it
just for fun. There is nothing wrong
with that, because what will make
them achieve their ultimate goal is





Without financial pain, there is no gain
The journey to a higher education
can at times be a tough, daunting and
costly venture. Soon enough, the road
to receiving a college diploma in Texas
will cost even more than it already
does. 
The recent tuition/fee increases pro-
posed by universities is not an act of
money grubbing toward the students,
but rather a necessity in response to the
state's recent budget cuts.
In this last legislative session--filled
with re-districting quarrels and missing
congressmen--our elected leaders
agreed to give Texas universities the
power to regulate tuition. Thus, this
reduced the amount of funding provid-
ed by the state to the universities.
Enter UTB/TSC. 
Our university is growing rapidly
with a projected 11,000 students slated
to attend classes this upcoming spring
semester. However, with growth come
growing pains.
Think of the university as a growing
10-year-old child with legs and arms
feeling pain from a growth spurt. To
accommodate the growing pain, the
child needs some fast-acting cream, but
his parents will not give it to us.
In UTB/TSC's case, our "cream" is
funding and the only way to receive it
is to increase fees.
According to a recent Brownsville
Herald article reporting on the propos-
als, the tuition and fees will increase16
percent in Fall 2004. Granted, our uni-
versity has the lowest tuition rate in the
state, and chances are the fee increases
will not be felt by students on financial
aid. Meanwhile, the students who do
not qualify for financial aid get the
shaft.
No one should blame the university.
Our library is in desperate need of
improvements and our academic advis-
ing center is in need of more advisers
with a waiting list reaching the 10-mile
mark. 
In order to preserve the quality of our
university and meet the growing
demand of students, these fees are
somewhat necessary. 
Consequently, as I, along with the
thousands of other Scorpions, enter the
next few semesters of our college edu-
cation-trying to better our futures-we
will tighten our financial belts-all in
the name of saving the state a few
bucks. 
Joshua Caldwell is a sophomore.
By Joshua Caldwell
"Yes, I agree to it because a campus like this needs more activities for
students. [It will help] keep them busy and keep them interested in
the campus [so that they will want] to stay here instead of leaving the
Valley to go to another college."
--David Escobar
Sophomore criminal justice major
--Compiled by Analiz González
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Yturria offers global economic perspective
As part of the International
Education Week celebration, Frank
Yturria, chairman of the Inter-
American Foundation, gave an eco-
nomic perspective of Latin America
and the world.  
The IAF was established by
Congress 30 years ago as an independ-
ent agency that provides grants to non-
governmental and community-based
organizations principally in Latin
America and the Caribbean.
The IAF supports self-help develop-
ment programs in poor countries to
improve the quality of life, providing
an opportunity for individual develop-
ment, entrepreneurship, innovation
and to strengthen relations among the
countries.
Yturria, a South Texas rancher and
businessman, has visited countries all
over the world, observing the condi-
tions and conflicts people have to face.  
Referring to Latin American Indians,
Yturria said that the conditions of
wretched poverty prevailing among
them deal directly with discrimination
and persecution.  Local governments
and corrupt politicians stand in the
way of the development of the people.
Another problem Latin American
countries face is the deportation of
criminals from the United States, he
said.  When criminals are sent back,
local governments do not have the
infrastructure and the money to deal
with them.
Yturria described the programs the
IAF has financed in countries such as
Guatemala, where a small number of
people were producing car batteries
and earning the money to establish a
successful business employing local
people.
The IAF also supports programs in
Mexico.
"We have a number of targets in
Mexico," Yturria said. "Most of the
targets are south from the border,
down where the real poverty is."  In
Chiapas, Mexico, local Indians were
granted funds to produce and export
coffee and orchids.  On the gulf coast,
fishing villages are established to earn
local currency and, by this, preventing
the necessity of people to leave their
hometowns and go across the border.
The IAF programs are helping to
build the middle class and provide the
resources to improve their situation. 
Yturria also lectured about the situa-
tion in European countries where the
literacy rate is 100 percent.  There the
governments and the people have the
infrastructure and resources to be com-
petitive in today's world. 
He said the United States and Latin
American countries should form a bloc
of trading and mutual cooperation to
compete globally.
Today it will be very hard for stu-
dents to find a job, he said. 
"Young people have competition
from all over the world, students might
be diligent and don't goof," Yturria
said.
He had some advice for internation-
al students attending colleges in the
United States.
"My advice to them is learn as much
as you can here and take it back home
and try to apply it," Yturria said. "The
only people that are going to change
things are you young people, and you





Frank Yturria lectures on "Incorporating the World in Your College
Education" to more than 30 students and faculty on Nov. 19 at the SET-
B Lecture Hall. Yturria's presentation was one of several events on cam-
pus celebrating International Education Week.
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A new degree plan will affect those
seeking bachelor of business adminis-
tration or bachelor of applied arts and
sciences degrees, university officials
say.
Students who have already signed a
degree plan do not need to sign the new
degree plan, said Suzanne Hardebeck,
chairwoman of the Business
Administration Department. 
Hardbeck said two new courses that
will be offered in Spring 2004 are now
part of the degree plan: Introduction to
Business (BUSI 1301) and Business
Writing (ENGL 3322).
"Introduction to Business is now part
of the degree plan, when it wasn't
before; students are recommended to
take it to see if they'll like it," said
Russell Adams, director of the School
of Business' MBA program. 
The upper-level course, Business
Writing, is replacing the lower-division
course, Technical and Business Writing
(ENGL 2311).
"We are trying to align what the busi-
ness community and companies
require from our students," Adams
said. In most companies and business-
es, "writing skills are a critical compo-
nent of that, if you can't communicate
then you can't succeed in business,
actually the No. 1 skill necessary is
communication."
Adams said hundreds of students
have signed the new degree plan.        
The English and Speech Department
and the School of Business worked in
collaboration to create the Business
Writing course.
"Business majors who have been
planning to take the ENGL 2311 need
to be taking the 3322 instead; they
might want to go and talk to the advis-
er for the School of Business," said
Charles Dameron, chairman of the
English Department. 
The new course was created for the
needs of the business students,
Dameron said. 
"It is a course that focuses on the
kind of writing that students in the
School of Business need to do for their
coursework … but also the kind of
writing that they will be doing when
they're professionals in the business
world," he said. 
Dameron said English majors will
benefit from it, too.
"It is also available for English
majors, since it is an upper-level
English course," he said. 
Dameron anticipates that most stu-
dents registering for the course will be
business majors. 
He said there had been a couple of
problems with ENGL 2311.
"The main issue is that it was a
lower-division course and it wasn't
really able to give the students the
more advanced skills, the more
advanced focus that we can offer with
an upper-division course," he said.
Dameron said the Technical and
Business Writing course was not
focused strictly on business writing
because it had to accommodate stu-
dents in criminal justice, nursing, engi-
neering technology and anyone else
who wanted to take ENGL 2311. He
said this broadened the focus of the
course material.
Assistant Professor for Speech and
English Teresa Murden will be the
instructor for Business Writing, he
said. 
"We are advertising right now for a
new faculty member with a Ph.D.
degree in technical communication,"
Dameron said. "Dr. Murden has the
credentials and the background to
teach the course but what we want to
do is to bring someone in, who is even
more focused in that area."
Three sections that can accommo-
date a total of 78 students have been
opened for the spring semester.
"Then, depending on the demand for
the course, more sections will be added
the following semesters," Dameron
said.
Dameron said this change will give
students more flexibility, since they
will be able to start taking upper-level
courses even if they have not taken this
course. Before, they had to have ENGL
2311 completed so that they could start
taking upper-level courses. The prereq-
uisites are still composition I and com-
position II.
One section of ENGL 2311 was
opened for the spring semester. It was
full within the first two days of regis-
tration.
"I'm pretty sure that most of those
[students] are business majors, because
the business majors, they know they




New courses added to School of Business degrees 
Foundation awards scholarships
Several UTB/TSC students are recipients of scholarships from the
South Texas Higher Education Foundation, a nonprofit corpora-
tion that provides higher education assistance funds for students in
South Texas. The amount of each scholarship ranges from $500 to
$1,000. Shown (front row, from left) are Mari Chapa, Financial Aid
director; scholarship recipients Jacqueline Segura, Laura Robledo,
Mirna Gabriela Vasquez, Maria Irma Berlanga,  Elizabeth Vargas,
Alma Rosa Guerra, Jessica Garcia; and Karla Sosa, scholarship
coordinator. Back row: scholarship recipients Joel Zamora, Maria
Elsa Mendez, Ester Leal, Irma Hernandez, Georgia Gongora and
Norma Medina.
COURTESY PHOTO
Futures Commission to map
university’s next 20 years
Six task forces consisting of commu-
nity members, high school and univer-
sity students, and faculty and staff
members comprise the UTB/TSC
Futures Commission that has been
charged with outlining the university's
next 20 years of operation.
"It is not very often that we get called
to do this kind of important work,"
UTB/TSC President Juliet V. García
said during the initial meeting of the
commission on Nov. 19 in the Student
Union's Gran Salon. "We are all called
now to help do this together."
García explained the urgency of the
situation through a horticultural
metaphor.
"You've been asked to help plant
some trees not knowing if they're
exactly in the right place, but knowing
that if we nurture them, if we water
them … they're going to grow," García
said.
The six task forces composing the
commission are Financing, Friend and
Fund Raising, Academic Programs,
Workforce Training and Continuing
Education, Student Life and Campus
Planning.
After García and other university
officials described the work of the
commission, each task force met sepa-
rately.
The Friend and Fund-Raising Task
Force is led by Associate Professor of
Curriculum and Instruction Reynaldo
Ramirez and Harlingen attorney Randy
Whittington. 
At this task force meeting, Vice
President for Institutional
Advancement William Strong identi-
fied two sources of university funding:
philanthropic funding streams and fed-
eral funds.
Strong told the task force that exter-
nal funding has grown from $23,242 in
1992 to $12,511,871 in 2003.
"This [growth] is particularly
impressive," Strong said. "Most of
those dollars are coming from … the
various research interests in health sci-
ences, biology, physics, NASA,
[National Institutes of Health]," Strong
said. "The more we build those pro-





See ‘Futures,’ Page 11
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Brownsville Women’s Clinic
Physicians Certified by the American Board of Obstetrics & Gynecology




100-B E. Alton Gloor Blvd. Ste. 150 • Brownsville, TX 78526
350-0007
F. Javier Del Castillo, M.D., F.A.C.O.G. 
Ramiro Munoz, Jr., M.D., F.A.C.O.G.
Vikki Presas, R.N., W.H.N.P.
UT-Austin graduate student urges undergrads to get master's 
Zoraima Diaz, a graduate student in
the LBJ School of Public Affairs at the
University of Texas at Austin, visited
UTB/TSC recently to talk about gradu-
ate school opportunities there.
Diaz, who addressed about a dozen
students Nov. 13 in the Student Union's
Bougainvillea room, encouraged stu-
dents to apply not only for the public
affairs but also other master's pro-
grams.
"We're really at this point trying to
stress not only obviously students to
apply, but students of color and that
specifically means Latino, African-
Americans and Asian students, because
we're running a deficit at the
University of Texas," said Diaz,
explaining that in her class of about
260, only 12 are students of color.
Diaz is a member of the Public
Affairs Alliance for Communities of
Color. Members "are traveling to cam-
puses throughout the country to try and
encourage students of color to pursue a
master's degree in public affairs or pub-
lic policy," Diaz stated in an e-mail to
UTB/TSC prior to her visit.  
She detailed the public affairs degree
program, including the kind of classes
that the students have to take. The
duration of the program is two years,
with a total of 53 credit hours. Students
take full course loads of about 12 hours
per semester. 
Some students in the audiences were
concerned about the GPA and GRE
requirements. Diaz emphasized that
even though a grade-point average
above 3.0 and a Graduate Record
Exam score around 500 are recom-
mended, that should not deter them
from applying.
Letters of recommendation are
required as well. Diaz advised students
who are interested in applying to ask
work and volunteer supervisors to rec-
ommend them. The Fall 2004 admis-
sions application deadline is Jan.15. 
The LBJ School of Public Affairs
Santa's great helper 
Great Steak and Potato employee Juanita Saldivar smiles while
she connects the Christmas lights at El Comedor Nov. 24. 
LUIS MARTINEZ/COLLEGIAN
Club Spotlight
Name: The Collegian Press Club
Purpose: To provide timely news
and information to students and
employees of the University of
Texas at Brownsville and Texas
Southmost College and to provide a
learning environment for students
interested in journalism. The staff
produces The Collegian newspaper,
The Collegian Online and The






Events: Members attend the
Texas Intercollegiate Press
Association Convention each spring
to take part in journalism work-
shops and to compete in contests
ranging from news writing and pho-
tography to advertising design and
television announcing. 
Meetings: 1 p.m. Fridays in the
Student Publications office, located
in Student Union room 1.28
Requirements: Minimum 2.2
GPA.
For more information: call 554-
5143 or send an e-mail to colle-
gian@utb.edu or visit the Student
Publications office. 
--Compiled by Priscilla Garcia 
ROY MARTINEZ/FOR THE COLLEGIAN
Members of The Collegian Press Club include (front row, from
left) Azenett Cornejo, Student Publications coordinator; Griselda
Valerio; Maria Duron; and Jamie Standeford; treasurer. Middle
row: Andrea Figueroa; Priscilla Garcia; Mary Lou Alvarez;
Damaris Gloria; Ana Sanchez, administrative assistant; and
Adrian Peña. Back row: Andrew Nenque; David Martinez; Louie
Vera; Chris Aguilar; Sonia Mejia, president; Arath Lopez;
Lorena Cruz; Analiz Gonzalez, secretary; and Luis Martinez. 
By Andrea Figueroa
Staff Writer
See ‘Public,’ Page 9
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ProgressivePowerYoga.com 1-800-861-YOGA
#TC
“MOST COMPREHENSIVE Exercise Program Ever!”
Fitness Magazine Great gift! Sculpt Lean, Sexy Muscles!
Reduce Stress! Rev Metabolism! Athletes/Stars Choose Blanchard!
MOVIE EXTRAS NEEDED-Up to $200/Day.
No Exp Req Call 888-820-0070
HOLIDAY BREAK Income! Mailing/Other Easy 
Work, Fit Your Schedule, No Exp Required. To 
$938/Week. www.studentpay.com
Classifieds
Stray cat roundup hits snag
The Cat Coalition's effort to round
up more than two dozen stray cats on
campus is being impeded by someone
who is releasing the cats from traps,
officials say.
Traps were set around campus on
Nov. 17. Five cats were caught, but
two were released before the coalition
could transport them to the veterinari-
an.
The trapped cats are taken to a vet-
erinarian office to be tested for dis-
eases, receive vaccinations and have
microchips placed in their necks for
identification, said Amanda Fuhro,
director of Human Resources and a
member of the Cat Coalition.
After this happens, the cats are
released where they were caught.
Fuhro said the only way the
Coalition can capture the cats and take
them to a veterinarian is by using traps.
"The traps don't hurt the animal,"
Fuhro said. "The idea is to control the
cat population while getting the bene-
fits of having them on campus, which
is to control the rodents." 
Of the five cats captured, only three
have been taken to a veterinarian,
Fuhro said, because someone released
the other two.
"[The people releasing the cats]
think we mean harm, but we really
don't," Fuhro said. "These cats are
going to be so much better off after the
capturing and releasing process."
She said the cats on campus are
going to be healthy cats that will be fed
regularly and will be given water.
Besides Fuhro, members of the Cat
Coalition are Alma Leal, associate pro-
fessor for School Specialties;
Rosemary Martinez, vice president for
Business Affairs; Charles Bevers,
director of Environmental Health and
Safety; Edward Camarillo, Student
Government Association president;
Jenifer Chatfield, associate veterinari-
an at Gladys Porter Zoo; Ruth Ann
Ragland, associate vice president for
Academic Affairs; and Joseph
Zavaletta, interim director of the
Center for Civic Engagement and an
assistant professor in the Accounting
Department.
The cost of trapping, vaccinating,
neutering and releasing each cat will be
between $60 and $80. Martinez, Leal,
and Fuhro are donating the money to
carry out the program.
Fuhro said the Cat Coalition is trying
to do a good thing on campus but "we
need help."
"We need people to not release the
cats from the cages," she said.
She also said that people should not
feed the cats because if there is plenty
of cat food they will not be lured to get
the cat food set up in the traps. People
who would like to donate cat food
should contact Fuhro.
Fuhro said the Cat Coalition is look-
ing for a volunteer group to help feed
the cats and help with the traps and
transportation to the veterinarian.
Those interested in volunteering may





Director of Human Resources
Amanda Fuhro stands next to a
cat trap on campus. Three cats
have been captured, fixed, vacci-
nated, tested for diseases and then
released.
Belting out a love song
DAMARIS GLORIA/COLLEGIAN
Jose Roberto Leos sings "Hermoso Cariño" during the Mariachi
Escorpión fund-raiser concert Nov. 19 in the SET-B Lecture Hall,
which was filled to capacity.
Record-setting winter 
commencement draws near
The end of a journey for almost 900
students will come when they walk
across the stage Dec. 20 during
UTB/TSC's Winter Commencement.
A record-setting 871 students are
scheduled to graduate at the cere-
monies. A total of 195 students will
receive certificates, 318 will receive
associate of arts degrees, 299 will
receive bachelor's degrees, 58 will
receive master's degrees, and one will
receive the diplomado de administra-
cion de empresas degree.
Registrar Albert Barreda said this
winter's commencement is the largest
one yet.
"There are three graduation cere-
monies that will take place this year,"
Barreda said. "It's going to take addi-
tional coordination so that each of the
commencements goes off well and so
that it will be something memorable for
the graduates."
At 10 a.m., the College of Liberal
Arts will graduate 325 students.
At 2 p.m., the School of Business will
graduate 163 students, the College of
Science, Mathematics and Technology
will graduate 168 students, and the
School of Health Sciences will gradu-
ate 61 students.
The School of Education will gradu-
ate 154 students at 6 p.m.
Serving as keynote speaker at each
ceremony will be Dr. Elena Marin,
executive director of Su Clinica
Familiar in Harlingen. Marin graduated
with an associate of arts degree from
Texas Southmost College in 1975 and
transferred to the University of
Houston, where she received a bache-
lor's degree in pharmacy. She graduated
from Boston University's School of
Medicine in 1983.
By Adrian Peña
Staff Writer Grad fulfills dad’s wish, Page 13
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Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21):
Helping others makes you feel good
inside, especially if they offer to buy
you lunch. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20):
Friends and classmates will be nosier
than usual, but since you like talking
about yourself, you won't mind. 
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): Subtle
hints don't work.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20): You
will try to look important while stand-
ing in the hallway, but everyone will
ignore you anyway.
Aries (March 21-April 20): Your
embarrassment for watching certain
films will cause you to tell others, "It
was for a class project."
Taurus (April 21-May 21):
Attempts to win $500 by creating a
short film will be frustrating as other
people keep getting in your way. 
Gemini (May 22-June 21): Today,
you will take special delight in burst-
ing other people's bubbles.
Cancer (June 22-July 22): Others
will be amused by your inability to
find what you need most at a crucial
time. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Your
dreams of being an actor will be real-
ized when a fellow student brings a
camera to campus to make a short film
for an Internet contest.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 23): You will
manage to save at least $5 this week by
borrowing print cards from your
friends.
Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23): You will
discover a new talent for being lazy.
For some reason, this will please you
immensely.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22): You
will scare your friends again, but this
time it will be because you are unusu-




Buena Vida revitalization taking root
The UTB/TSC Center for Civic
Engagement has been working to
improve the lives of residents from the
Buena Vida neighborhood, offering
family counseling, helping them put
together a neighborhood watch, teach-
ing children history and art, as well as
informing adults about voting, green-
ing and wellness.
"This is what a community universi-
ty is all about," said Joseph Zavaletta,
interim director of the Center for Civic
Engagement.
The center is helping students see the
needs of the community firsthand, said
Alma Garcia, leadership organizer for
the community and residence associa-
tion.
"That is very important because any-
one can tell you," Garcia said. "But it's
not the same if you see it."
Buena Vida Project President Leticia
Sierra said neighborhood residents
want the Center for Civic
Engagement's help to "create better
children and better families with the
help of the counselors and the teachers
that are coming to the neighborhood."
"The programs and clinics Dr.
Zavaletta promised us are coming
along and we are really happy and
grateful to [him] and the people that
work at the center," Sierra said.
On Nov. 22 the center sponsored a
block party in the neighborhood. 
The Cameron County Health
Department administered free flu shots
during the party and six UTB/TSC
freshmen in the Associate Degree in
Nursing program provided information
on nutrition and pregnancy. They also
checked the residents' eyesight, blood
pressure and blood sugar levels as part
of a class assignment.
Registered nurse and former Buena
Vida resident Ana Rodriguez spoke to a
group of residents about "breaking the
chain" of poverty and improving their
situation.
"If I can do it you can do it," she said.
Zavaletta said the center plans to pre-
pare Buena Vida residents for the 2004
election by having voter registration
drives.
Jennifer Godfrey, the center's Arts
and Beauty assistant, is teaching neigh-
borhood children art, as well as teach-
ing wellness, exercise and nutrition to
adults.
Godfrey said the work she is doing
with the residents "is showing them
that we really do care about their
health, about their education and bet-
tering their life here."
She said about 15 women come to
exercise, relax and stretch as well as
learn about healthy eating Monday and
Thursday mornings at 10 a.m. in the
Buena Vida Community Center, at 15th
and Tyler streets. 
Sierra said the Center for Civic
Engagement has "helped us a lot
because we come to the aerobics class-
es and my son comes in the evening to
learn history and art."
Civic Engagement volunteer and
Buena Vida resident Leonor Garcia
said she decided to volunteer because
she wanted to help out.
Garcia goes from house to house
handing out fliers to inform the resi-
dents of what is being done in the
neighborhood.
UTB/TSC received a three-year,
$400,000 grant from the U.S. Housing
and Urban Development Department
to revitalize the neighborhood, which
is bounded by International Boulevard,
Expressway 77/83 and Gladys Porter
Zoo.
Zavaletta said the federal grant will
end next fall.
"Unfortunately, that is what happens
to a lot of our initiatives," he said. "We
have a grant, we go for three years, and
then we pack up and go home. … I
don't want that to happen to this." 
Zavaletta said he would like to see
funding for the Buena Vida Project
come from the UTB/TSC budget "so
the question is to look for a strategy in
doing that."
Zavaletta said he probably will ask
for a year extension on the grant "to




A tug-of-war was one of the recreational activities that took place during
the Buena Vida neighborhood block party sponsored by UTB/TSC's
Center for Civic Engagement on Nov. 22. 
usually has about 100 to110 students.
This last year, the entering class con-
sisted of about 160 students. Diaz said
the greater number reflects the state of
the economy.
"If the economy takes a downturn,
everybody wants to go back to grad
school," she said.
Diaz also spoke about the South
Texas Graduate Fellowship Program.
This program will offer $10,620 to 20
first-year students. Of this amount,
$620 will be designated for medical
insurance and the rest for tuition and
fees. Those students entering any mas-
ter's or doctoral program at UT-Austin,
and who are graduating or have gradu-
ated from any public university in
South Texas, are eligible. The recipient
will be able to combine this award with
any other appointment or fellowship,
but will be required to register full
time. This program also allows recipi-
ents who are non-Texas residents to
pay in-state tuition.
Public
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Ambassador reflects on Mexico's political changes
The U.S. ambassador to Mexico says
growing up in Brownsville prepared
him for the job.
"There was no better preparation for
what I'm doing now, than growing up
in this community," Antonio O. Garza
Jr. told about 100 people gathered in
Student Union's Gran Salon Nov. 24
for his lecture and a reception in his
honor.
"It's a fascinating time to be serving
in Mexico because of the changing
panorama in terms of their politics," he
said.
The election of Vicente Fox as presi-
dent of Mexico was revolutionary
because it gave power to a new party
after 70 years of a "perfect dictator-
ship," Garza said.
"Having elected [Fox] built a sense
of a newness, the sense of the possible,
we can elect our people," he said. "But
… we still have a judiciary that is just
getting comfortable with its role."
Garza said Mexicans are still trying
to understand their congress' role in
government.
"It is interesting because Mexicans
were really [proud] about having elect-
ed Vicente Fox, but on some level they
still wanted the efficiency of the old
style of presidency," Garza said. "What
is expressed from time to time is, 'He's
a great man, we elected him, but why
can't he get things done the way [other
presidents did]?' Well, because they
now have congress."
He said Mexicans need to see that
their congress is an important part of
how democracy works and that the
frustration created by a gridlock in
their congress can be healthy.
"It's not the sort of frustration that I
think is unhealthy, it's the sort of frus-
tration that can be expressed vocally
and in the press," he said. "This wave
of understanding is sweeping through
the country [and] ultimately [it is]
going to make them a stronger partner,
a stronger ally, a stronger friend, but
more importantly, it's going to make it
stronger for Mexicans to have a
democracy."
On July 16, 2002, President Bush
nominated Garza to be Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of
the United States of America to
Mexico. He began serving as ambassa-
dor on Nov. 22, 2002.
Regarding the popular belief that
there is friction between the United
States and Mexico since the United
Nations vote on the Iraq conflict, Garza
said nothing could be further from the
truth.
"I don't think there's anything
unhealthy about contentious debates,”
he said. “What was unfortunate was
that in the wake of the contentious
debate was the perception that some-
how the relationship had suffered on
other levels. Nothing can be more fur-
ther from the truth because while there
was a clear disappointment from the
U.S., our countries are getting along
just fine."
Garza spoke briefly of Mexican
immigration to the United States.
"The immigration policy hasn't quite
hit pace in a way that allows us to
assimilate people the way this country
has historically done," he said.
The audience greeted Garza with a
standing ovation.
"On behalf of the City of









Brownsville Coffee Shop #2 Inc.
Breakfast  ·   Lunch   ·  Dinner
Plaza Square
Motor Lodge
“YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME”
Large Meeting Area
Pool,  Restaurant & Lounge
Free Coffee & Snack for Breakfast




Fax and copying services
10 percent discount with university ID
Rooms From $2900












$$$ for your CDs, LPs & Tapes
We pay top dollar
714 Palm Boulevard, Suite B, Brownsville, TX 78520
Monday - Friday 12:00 - 7:00
Saturday 12:00 - 6:00
Ph: (956) 561-0612
Used & New CDs & Tapes 
Listen Before You Buy
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Community gathers for Feast of Sharing
Thousands of people enjoyed a
Thanksgiving meal and musical enter-
tainment during H-E-B's 11th annual
Feast of Sharing at the Jacob Brown
Auditorium. 
Joe Lucio, Feast of Sharing coordi-
nator and director of the H-E-B food
stores on Boca Chica Boulevard and
Paredes Lines Road, said 12,000 meals
were served to Brownsville and
Matamoros residents on Nov. 19. 
Volunteers from various govern-
ments, companies and schools took
part in serving the traditional
Thanksgiving meal, including the
Brownsville Police and Fire depart-
ments, Coca-Cola Co., Watermill
Express, Hygeia Dairy Products Co.
and the Brownsville Independent
School District.
Lucio said the doors were opened to
the public at 11 a.m. but most of the
volunteers arrived at 9 a.m. 
"There are about 800 volunteers
[and] 100 directors to help serve, pick
up the trash or entertain," he said.  
Lucio detailed the amount of food
served.
"We [serve] 1,500 pounds of turkey
breasts, 12,000 rolls, 500 pounds of
mashed potatoes and 600 cases of
pumpkin pies," he said. "This is a way
H-E-B gives back to the community.
Many of these 'feasts' are held through-
out Texas." 
Jose de Leon, a Coca-Cola Co. repre-
sentative, said he and other volunteers
served about 8,000 cups of the soft
drink. 
"We've served 100 cups per tank and
we've used 80 tanks," he said. 
Enrique Castillo of
Watermill Express said he
and other volunteers
arrived at 9 a.m. and
served a total of 115 gal-
lons of water, about 5,000
cups.
Israel Rios, branch man-
ager for Hygeia Dairy
Products, said it was the
12th year the company has
served dairy products at
community feasts. 
He said three volunteers
from the company and
volunteers from other
organizations served 3,750
half-pints of whole and
chocolate milk. 





was in order. 
Brownsville Police Sgt. Robert
Avitia said the officers arrived at 8 a.m.
for route checks and to supervise the
waiting lines outside the auditorium. 
"Since 9 a.m. there was a line formed
of a couple of hundred people, from
infants to elderly," Avitia said.
Only one major incident occurred--
an intoxicated man was arrested for
harassing a woman, he said. 
"Other than that, everything has been
fine," Avitia said.
Fire Department Capt. Cruz Lopez
said 12 other firefighters from the clos-
est station were at the feast helping out.
Lopez said three people who were
waiting in line outside the auditorium
fainted and "immediately were taken
care of."  
Letty Coronado, central checkout
manager at the H-E-B on Southmost
Road, was the entertainment coordina-
tor for the event.
"Every year, I pick different schools
to help us out," Coronado said. "This
year, we had the Russell Elementary
Choir, Porter's Estudiantina, Hudson's
N.E.C. choir, Stell's band and drill
team, 'Los Potrillos' and 'Los Gallitos.'
In the courtyard we had DJ.
'Electroband.' We also have Tilly
Garza, 'Mother Goose' here. Other
schools came, not as entertainment, but




Jessy Sanchez enjoys cotton candy given out-
side the Jacob Brown Auditorium during the
Feast of Sharing Nov. 19.
DAMARIS GLORIA/COLLEGIAN
Judith Arredondo (right) enjoys a traditional Thanksgiving meal of
turkey, mashed potatoes, green beans, stuffing and cranberry sauce.
Thousands enjoyed the meal provided by H-E-B Food Stores.
endowment with Harvard University's.
"Harvard has the largest endowment
of any institution in the world and its
endowment is almost $20 billion,"
Strong said. "That comes down to $3
million per student. Here … we have
$3 million for all of our students--col-
lectively. … Our endowment is very,
very small and if we're going to be a
great university, great universities have
healthy endowments."
He said UT-Austin's endowment
totals between $7 billion and $8 billion.
Whittington informed the committee
that a strategy must be employed to
garner contributions.
"You do it by giving them reason to
contribute to the university,"
Whittington said. "There [has to be]
something going on at that university
that they want to nurture in some way
or they want to start something at that
university that they can nurture."
Father Armand Mathew saw commu-
nity awareness of the university as a
main concern.
"As strange as it sounds, people in
this community do not know this insti-
tution," Mathew said. "I hear a lot of
people talking [and asking] 'What's the
university doing?' and 'Why a universi-
ty?' and 'Why a partnership?' People
don't know."
Mathew said a good public effort by
the committee would help in collecting
funds. 
"I believe that one of our big efforts
has to be creating a mentality out there
that this serves the entire community
and therefore the entire community
must help sustain it and help it grow,"
he said.
Margie Mancillas, assistant vice
president for the Pre-K-16 Alliance,
brought up the Howard Dean model of
contribution collection in which people
can donate online.
"He's collecting $5, $70 per person
and he has done a lot," Mancillas said. 
She proposed compiling a list of
Hispanic women in the area and pro-
moting Dr. Gerson Peltz's study of
breast cancer in Hispanic women to
them via the Internet. Peltz is an asso-
ciate professor in the Biological
Sciences Department.
"Perhaps we could do something like
that," Mancillas said, adding that
Futures
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expansion for our university."
García gave an overview of the dif-
ferent task forces that are part of the
Futures Commission and said the uni-
versity is still looking for "additional
volunteers."
The Academic Program Task Force,
which is staffed by Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Jose
Martin, will help the university focus
on degree programs and decide on a
path for development of centers of
excellence.
"They will also examine our role in
social and economic development of
the community… [and] examine ways
to keep education accessible and [look
at] what strategies we should consider
for international and out-of-state stu-
dents," García said. 
The Campus Planning Task Force,
which will be staffed by Vice President
for Administration and Partnership
Affairs John Ronnau, will "be helping
us be creative in our planning for
building and restoration … thinking
about ways to use and care for the nat-
ural resources in ways that might
enhance the area [and] how to address
parking and transportation issues," she
said.
The Fund- and Friend-Raising Task
Force, which is staffed by Vice
President for Institutional
Advancement Bill Strong, will be
working to "build a valuable alumni
base and to increase scholarships …
and to build an endowment that can be
used to recruit and retain top faculty,"
García said.
The Financing Task Force, which is
staffed by Vice President for Business
Affairs Rosemary Martinez, will be
examining alternate funding mecha-
nisms and will talk about how to use
current revenue more efficiently.
The Student Life Task Force, which
is staffed by Vice President for Student
Affairs Hilda Silva, will be looking at
which student activities should be
enhanced and what student housing
might look like in the future.
The Workforce Training and
Continuing Education Task Force is
staffed by Vice President for External
Affairs Antonio Zavaleta.
Members of this task force will be
"dreaming" of what the International
Technology, Education and Commerce
campus can become and working to
enhance partnerships with community
business and industry leaders.
García said the task forces will be
meeting from now until April.
The different task forces "are going
to allow us to dream a little bit … and
allow us to take a look at what might
be here, not what we can afford, not
what the state is willing to fund today,
but what our students need and what
this region needs," she said.
Zavaleta gave the board a status
report on the Career Opportunities
Retraining Program, which has re-
trained about 500 former Levi's
employees.
Participants in the 15-month training
program attended classes from 8:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. On Fridays they received
tutoring.
"We were asked to develop short-
term training courses in response to
local business needs," Zavaleta said.
James Holt, dean of Workforce
Training and Continuing Education,
said the program integrates basics
skills, English as a Second Language
and GED courses, as well internships
and job search components.
Holt said the average improvement
in grade level of the former Levi work-
ers was 3.88 grade levels higher than
they began.
Out of the 364 students tested, 54
earned General Equivalency Diplomas
(GED), 434 earned specialized certifi-
cates, 86 earned vocational certificates,
26 received one-year academic certifi-
cates, 29 received associate degrees
and three received bachelor's degrees.
Holt said the total cost of the pro-
gram was $2,594,171.
Gonzalez asked when Holt could
provide the board with information on
job placement.
Holt responded that he would like to
take measurements at six-month and
one-year points. 
"One of the things we do have to
consider is the state of the economy
right now, although some of these
fields that we are training in, it's boom-
ing, for example in construction and so
forth, I think we will see some mixed
results right away, and we are going to
be tracking all of that but I believe the
first and best benchmark will be about
a year down the road," Holt said.
The board then voted to approve an
amendment to adjust revenue for
tuition paid by students in the amount
of $470,441, adjust expenses for
tuition in the amount of $538,303 and
adjust expenses to the tuition differen-
tial paid to UTB for students in the
amount of $21,330.
The board also voted to hire 3D
International as the architectural firm
Board
Continued from Page 1 A taste of the world
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Freshman art major Lindy Rocha, a member of the International
Students Organization, serves enchiladas,, to Karla Treviño during
the International Food Festival at the Gazebos Nov. 21. There were
more than 20 dishes from such countries as Spain, the
Phillippines, Belize, Bangladesh, Chile and China. event was part
of the International Education Week Celebration. 
Signing up for spring classes
MARIA DURON/COLLEGIAN
Freshman biology major Johanna Esparza registers for the Spring
2004 semester in the Tandy Hall Info Shop as freshman criminal
justice major Kimberlee Olvera looks on. A total of 4,488 students
registered for classes during the first week of spring registration,
which began Nov. 10, said Angie Coronado, administrative assis-
tant for the Office of Enrollment Planning. Esparza registered on
Nov. 14, when radio stations The Beat (KBTQ-96.1 FM) and The
Rock (KFRQ-94.5 FM) broadcast live from Tandy and gave away
prizes and souvenirs.See ‘Board,’ Page 14
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Dunking the mentor
MARIA DURON/COLLEGIAN
Freshman liberal arts major Trent Mathis throws a football to
dunk Sting Success mentor Rene Ibarra during the Sting Cram N'
Jam held Nov. 21 between the Gazebos and North Hall. The event,
which offers food, music, games and prizes, is held each semester
for Sting Success students.
Graduating student fulfills dad's last wish
On Dec. 20, nearly 900 UTB/TSC
students who have completed their
studies will receive their diploma, and
each of them has a story of effort and
perseverance.
Among them is Gabriela Peña, who
during her last semester here had to
face her father's death.  
Last spring, Peña was enrolled as a
full-time student and was about to
acquire all the credits for her bachelor's
degree in mathematics. On April 28,
during the last week of school, Peña
received a call from her sister-in-law
saying that her father, Jaime Peña, was
in critical condition at a hospital in
Houston.
Peña's father had been diagnosed
with mesothelioma, a rare form of can-
cer. Jaime Peña had worked in a job
where he was exposed to asbestos-
which has been linked to mesothe-
lioma--while he lived in Chicago in the
1960s. It took several years for the can-
cer to be diagnosed and by the begin-
ning of last May, he was very ill.
As soon as Peña received the call she
knew there was no time to lose; her
father had been in the hospital twice
before. But she faced a dilemma--the
semester was ending and finals were
coming.
Peña was a participant in the
ASPIRE program. Jennifer Marquez,
who is a tutor in the program, told
Roggena Provenzano, the program’s
director, about Peña's situation.
Provenzano talked to professors and
sent them a memo informing them
about the situation, asking them to
make the possible arrangements.
"It was very amazing that the profes-
sors worked together and helped
[Peña] to go through that," Marquez
said. 
Professors Nancy Garcia, Paul-
Herman Zieschang, Zhong-Ling Xu
and Taeil Yi made arrangements so
Peña could go and be with her father
and family.
"I knew there were more important
things at the moment, and I could do it
because I knew her, she participated in
class very actively," Zieschang said. "If
you know the students then you now
their weaknesses and the strengths and
you're able to help them."
The arrangements provided allowed
Peña to immediately fly to Houston
and be with her father.  Peña and her
mother were practically living in the
hospital as her father was getting sick-
er.  At those moments the most impor-
tant thing to Peña was being by her
father's side, she said.
While in Houston, Peña's father told
her his last wish was for her to finish
college and be the first in the family to
do it.  In order to graduate and qualify
for student teaching in the fall, Peña
still had to complete a Calculus II
class.  After her father's condition sta-
bilized, Peña was able to come back to
take the survey concepts final and get
enrolled for Summer I.
When Summer I started, math
Professor Roger Contreras allowed her
to study independently while she was
in Houston.
Then the inevitable happened. On
June 23, Jaime Peña died.  After the
loss, many things came to Peña's mind;
she did not know if she was going to be
able to graduate.  She came back for
the last week of class and passed the
final. Then she started student teaching
at Oliveira Middle School for 14
weeks. She taught math and geometry
to eighth-graders.
Peña completed her student teaching
on Nov. 21 and is getting ready for
graduation, which will achieve her
father's last wish.
"I changed a lot going through all
that," Peña said. "I'm very attached to
my mother now; we went through a lot
together.  ... After I graduate I will take
some time off and will enjoy being




Same name, different language
Junior mathematics major Shaghayegh Setayesh, an internation-
al student from Iran, writes a student's name in the Farsi lan-
guage. "Your Name in Other Languages," held Nov. 17 in the
Endowment Courtyard, was one of several events at UTB/TSC cel-
ebrating International Education Week.
MARIA DURON/COLLEGIAN
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Law school dean recruits here 
William C. Powers, dean of the
University of Texas School of Law, has
visited the UTB/TSC campus to recruit
students.
"We want to see more of you at our
law school," Powers told dozens of stu-
dents gathered in the SET-B third con-
ference room on Nov. 19. "Five years
ago, 10 years ago, we were not doing a
good job recruiting people from this
part of the state and we want to be a
geographically diverse law school."
Brownsville Mayor and UT Law
School graduate Eddie Treviño intro-
duced Powers.
"I love coming to the university
because here is the future of
Brownsville," Treviño said. "Each one
of you that is here [should] realize how
important the profession--and it's not a
job--but the profession of law is to our
country, to our democracy."
He said lawyers are the fabric of the
rule of law. 
"The reality is that when somebody
has a problem, whatever it may be, the
first person they're going to call is a
lawyer," the mayor said. "I'm here to
tell you that there is not a more noble
profession in the entire world.  If
somebody tells you we already have
too many lawyers, keep in mind that
there's always room for a good one."
Powers said the number of minority
students who attend law school in the
UT System has increased by 20 per-
cent. 
"In the entering class four years ago,
we had seven African-Americans …
and 30 Mexican-Americans," he said.
"This current entering class, we had 30
African-Americans and 70 Mexican-
Americans."
Law school student Trey Mendez, a
2001 UTB/TSC graduate and former
Collegian sports editor, attended the
recruiting session.
"They asked me if I wanted to come
and I said yes, definitely, because this
is where I graduated from and I think
it's really important that we get more
students from UTB and from the
Valley to go to UT," Mendez told The
Collegian. "We need more representa-
tion from here because most of the stu-
dents tend to be from Houston or
Dallas and there's very few people
from South Texas."
to expand the UTB/TSC Master Plan to
include the recent acquisition of the
ITEC campus (formerly Amigoland
Mall) and Fort Brown peninsula prop-
erties.
A Nov. 13 memorandum from
Ronnau and Wayne Moore, special
assistant to the president, to the TSC
Physical Facilities Subcommittee
states that funding for the master plan
project is included in the ITEC renova-
tion budget but does not state the
amount.
As of press time Tuesday, Ronnau
had not responded to an e-mail from
The Collegian asking how much 3D
International would be paid under a
contract for master planning services.
The board also approved a change
order in the amount of $227,119 to add
two computer drafting labs to the
Praxedis Orive Jr. Technical Training
Center. 
Trustee Roberto Robles reported that
he met with the Academic Affairs
Partnership Committee on Nov. 6 and
learned that the master of science in
physics, master of accountancy, master
of public policy and management and
bachelor of communication degree
programs are awaiting approval by
either the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board or UT System.
Robles also reported that grants for
UTB/TSC now total between $35 mil-
lion and $36 million.
Sylvia Peña, dean of the School of
Education, said that UTB/TSC stu-
dents have a combined passing rate of
92 percent--the same as UT-Austin--on
the state board for educator certifica-
tion exam.
García reported that the university
received a 100 percent pass rate in the
following areas: Bilingual ESL
Spanish Test, Elementary Self-
Contained Certification, Elementary
Comprehensive Test, Principles Test
and Spanish Oral Proficiency.
Trustee Dolly Zimmerman reported
that she met with the Student Affairs
Partnership Committee on Nov. 12. 
The committee discussed the possi-
bility of building a recreational sports
facility on campus that would be
financed by a student fee if students
approve it by vote.
Student Government Association
President Edward Camarillo said that
he addressed the UT System board of
regents at their meeting Nov. 18
regarding tuition increases for next
fall.
Camarillo said he told the regents
that the student body was made well
aware of the tuition increase proposals
and the general attitude was "we pay
now or we pay later."
García said the decision to increase
student fees next fall semester came as
a result of consultation with students,
the Student Services Fee Advisory
Committee, the Academic Senate and
Staff senates.
She said revenue from the increased
fees will be used to hire 10 faculty, 10
staff and increase scholarships at the
university.
Zimmerman noted that "the concor-
dance policy states that TSC adopt the
same fees as UTB and, therefore, since
we're doing that, there is no action nec-
essary." 
In the construction report, Ronnau
reported that a new 20-ton chiller was
placed in the library. Moore reported
on the Education and Business com-
plex, saying that although the project
was delayed 34 days due to rain, "con-
siderable progress" has been made,
including the pouring of the founda-
tion.
Vice President for Business Affairs
Rosemary Martinez introduced 2001
UTB/TSC graduate Veronica Rocha as
the new Barnes & Noble bookstore
manager and Laredo Community
College graduate Juan Daniel Paz as
the assistant manager. Barnes & Noble
took over the campus bookstore in
mid-October.
Absent from the meeting were
trustees David Oliveira and Eduardo
Campirano.  
Robert Ramirez and Jorge Sanchez of U.S. Classic Billiard bring
in a new pool table into the Student Union Game Room on Nov.
19. Four new pool tables will replace the present electronic tables.
Students will now have to pay at the Office of Student Activities for
the each hour they play. "The other tables were electronic and very
sensitive and were being damaged on a regular basis," said Vince
Solis, director of Student Activities and Resident Life. "Now we are
going to be offering … free billiards at certain times of the day to
attract more people to the Student Union."
New pool tables for the Union 
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very proud of you," Brownsville
Mayor Eddie Treviño said.
Garza began his career in public
service in 1998 as Cameron County
judge, the first Republican elected to
countywide office. In 1998, Garza was
elected railroad commissioner, the first
Hispanic Republican elected to
statewide office in Texas.
"About 15 years ago, when I was for-
tunate enough to administer the oath of
office to Tony Garza, I lectured him a
little bit, as federal judges are prone to
do," Hinojosa said. "I said, if you con-
duct yourself with the principles of
character and the integrity and dedica-
tion that you've learned from your par-
ents, you will do an excellent job, and
as I watched his career for 15 years, I
am proud to say that he has been faith-
ful to those lessons that he learned
from his parents."
Garza
Continued from Page 10
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Students share experiences of studying abroad
Five students and employees
described their experiences studying
abroad during a panel discussion Nov.
20 in the Student Union's Gardenia
room. 
Alejandra Lima, a sophomore busi-
ness administration major, went to
Hungary as a high school exchange
student in 1997. The Rotary Club of
Matamoros sponsored her.
One of the main challenges she
faced, she said, was the language.
"It was difficult, but since I was
there and [would] hear it constantly, it
was easier," Lima said.
In 1999, sophomore bilingual educa-
tion major Liliana Galindo had the
opportunity attend high school in La
Bresse, France, for a year. The
Matamoros Rotary Club also spon-
sored her stay in France. 
"When I got there I had no idea
[about] the language, so it was kind of
hard," Galindo said.
Galindo also recalled the school. 
"The school is pretty strict," she said.
"You go Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Wednesday, you
only go half a day."
Francisco Garcia, a computer user
service specialist in the Distance
Education department, spent five
weeks in England to learn about the
work of his counterparts there. He went
to England as part of the Rotary Club's
Group Study Exchange.
"At the beginning it was kind of
shocking [because] it was my first time
out of the country," Garcia said. 
Wanting to learn more about life in a
Third World country, Rosalinda Garza,
who is pursuing a master's degree in
Hispanic literature, went to Lima, Peru,
last summer via an exchange program.
"It was difficult for me, I was there
when the United States declared the
war [against Iraq]," said Garza, refer-
ring alluding the hard feelings Peru had
against the U.S. "I thought I was just
going to go to learn about the culture
but … you are leaving a lasting impres-
sion that hopefully is going to help in
the future."
Maria del Carmen Gonzalez, who is
pursuing a master's in Hispanic litera-
ture, received a scholarship from
Sigma Delta Pi to study in Madrid,
Spain, last summer.
"One of the things that impressed me
the most about Madrid was the culture
and the diversity it has," said Gonzalez,
who is a learning instructional special-
ist in the College Assistance Migrant
Program. "To meet students from other
countries was a great experience for
me."
Gonzalez said that one of the things
that impressed students there was the
ability of U.S. students to study and
work at the same time.








Lawyer spells out rules for international students
Receiving an education in the United
States can be a lengthy endeavor if
you're an international student, said
immigration attorney Jodi Goodwin.
Goodwin presented "Immigration
Law and International Students" on
Nov. 18 as part of the International
Education Week observance at
UTB/TSC.
"If [international students] do every-
thing correctly and follow through the
system, [they'll] get a visa and [they]
can study and possibly stay on working
here," Goodwin told a group of about a
dozen gathered in the Student Union's
Gardenia room for her lecture. "The
problem more often than not is that
there are a lot of hoops."
International students must have an
F-1 visa to be able to study in the
United States. To receive an F-1 visa, a
student must first be accepted into a
school. The school then issues an I-20. 
"An I-20 basically shows what you're
going to be studying, how long your
degree program is going to last, how
much it's going to cost and you also
have to show what type of finances you
have available to pay for your educa-
tion because foreign students have to
pay foreign tuition and it's about three
times as much as what other people
have to pay," Goodwin said.
With that form, the student can apply
for a visa at the American Consulate in
their home country.
"Once the visa is issued, they can
come to the United States and go to
school for as long as it takes them to
finish their program," she said.
Since the 9-11 terrorist attacks, new
policies and restrictions have been
forced upon international students,
Goodwin said.
"Some of the changes since 9-11 that
have affected students are the require-
ment that all consular interviews now
be in person," she said. "This has
almost always been the case for
Mexicans, but many other nationalities
[were] able to use a drop box or mail to
apply for their visa."  
Goodwin said the Department of
Homeland Security now uses a highly
sophisticated database called the
Student and Exchange Visitor
Information System (SEVIS) to track
international students.
"Since the beginning of the SEVIS
program, all students have had to get
their information put into the system,"
she said. "They track their visa
issuance, their I-20s their course load
and their employment authorization, if
applicable."
There is a proposed regulation that
calls for a $100 user fee for each per-
son enrolled in SEVIS, Goodwin said.
"Some other restrictions are that [stu-
dents] can no longer change schools
without going through a complicated
transfer procedure within SEVIS," she
said. "Likewise, if [students] change
their status from being a visitor to
being a student, they are not allowed to
start school until they have actually
been approved, whereas before they
were allowed to start school."
Goodwin said international students
are important to the United States.
"It is important for foreign students
to come to the U.S. not only because of
diversity, but because as an economic
world power, the U.S. needs that for-
eign knowledge to be able to compete
globally," Goodwin said. 
After graduation, some international
students want to remain in the United
States to work in their field. 
Asked what the procedures are for
international students to become per-
manent residents after graduation,
Goodwin said there is no one way that
an international student can become a
permanent resident.
"There are options for students to
look into after they finish their degree,
[such as] optional practical training, H-
1B visa, etc., but no one way to





Jodi Goodwin talks about immi-
gration law and international stu-
dents during her presentation Nov.
18 in the Student Union's
Gardenia room.
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the campaign was to acquire student
feedback on whether the center should
be built or not.
Senator Erick Vallarino proposed
amending the campaign fund, but the
motion already had been seconded.
Vallarino abstained from voting on
the resolution.
A proposal for a recreational sports
facility would have to be approved by
the Texas Legislature, university offi-
cials have said.
Tax-free textbooks?
In his officer's report, Camarillo said
several Student Government
Associations, including UTB/TSC, are
proposing a tax-free textbook holiday.
The idea was discussed during the
recent Texas State Student Convention
in Austin, he said.
"Each school took more than two
members and [Senator Michael
Camarillo] and I were selected to
attend," Camarillo said. "We talked
about some major issues that …
nobody thinks that much can be done
about it."
The state rakes in about $300 million
annually from textbook taxes,
Camarillo said. The proposed holiday
would relieve some student financial
stress, with the recent approval of
tuition and fee increases. 
"We're going to want to [talk] with
our Sen. [Eddie] Lucio and our repre-
sentatives to make sure they make it a
priority next legislative session,"
Camarillo said.
Camarillo likened the proposed text-
book tax holiday to the existing state
sales-tax holiday that takes place in
August.
With the right effort, the proposal
could become a reality in the near
future, Camarillo said.
"Now this could happen very soon--
in a couple of years--and it's going to
take the right students to go up there
and knock on those doors and write the
letters and send the e-mails and meet
face to face with legislators to bring
this to all students." 
Voter apathy
Camarillo informed the SGA of sev-
eral more issues discussed at the con-
vention. Headlining the list of issues
was voter apathy.
"When you know that your student
body can come out and vote at a high
percentage, this student body will be
much more susceptible to getting what
it would like and what it needs on cam-
pus," Camarillo said. "I think that's
critical to anything we do."
Another issue was tuition deregula-
tion.
"Another committee … is going to
research tuition deregulation [in find-
ing] what's positive about tuition
deregulation and how's it going to
affect [students]," Camarillo said. He
later explained that the committee in
charge of researching is composed of
several universities statewide and that
the research acquired will benefit all
Texas schools.
Camarillo also told the SGA about
his invitation from UTB/TSC President
Juliet V. García to attend the University
of Texas System board of regents meet-
ing Nov. 17-18.
Camarillo also said the Physical
Plant is going to fix the potholes near
the dorms.
He also addressed the concern about
potholes on the street leading into the
dorms.
"The City of Brownsville was going
to be there today to cover those pot-
holes."
Camarillo also mentioned that a
year-old concern about computers
stacked in Eidman 105 posing a possi-
ble safety hazard has been addressed.
He informed a professor of the SGA's
willingness to help with the problem
and discovered that numerous requests
had been made to the Physical Plant to
remove the computers. Camarillo told
The Collegian that the computers
would be moved to the Workforce
Training and Continuing Education
center to increase student computer lit-
eracy. 
The president notified the board of
the criticisms the association has
received, most regarding how SGA
money is spent.
Finance report
Vice President for Finance Monica
Villarreal gave a report on the SGA's
expenditures.
The SGA has spent $5,047.62, or 38
percent, of its  $13,000 budget, leaving
a balance of $7,952.38.
The SGA has spent $947 for mem-
bers' shirts, going over budget by $47;
$696.80 for an SGA retreat; $178.91,
office supplies; $36.62, lunch with The
Collegian; and $474 for a trip to the UT
System regents' meeting, which will be
reimbursed.
The organization has spent a total of
$2,714.29 on students. Of this amount,
$107.73 was spent on the first
President's Round Table, $90.73, sec-
ond President's Round Table; $180,
Junior Leadership Conference; $635,
hat and visor giveaways; $1,646.40,
Halloween Extravaganza (going over
budget by $646.50); and $54.43 for
voter registration food.
In his report, Michael Camarillo,
lower-level senator for the College of
Liberal Arts, told the board of his expe-
rience at the Texas State Student
Convention.
He vowed not to rest until half of
UTB/TSC students were registered to
vote. He likened the issue of student
voter apathy to fighting a war.
Camarillo stressed the importance of
student participation in the voting
process.
"This is one issue that involves every
single aspect SGA is, every single
aspect of students here [and] every sin-
gle aspect with the community [and]
every single aspect of the State of
Texas." 
In his report, Vogelsang spoke about
his involvement in the university's
Futures Commission. He compared the
commission to the Texas Tomorrow
Plan the City of Austin initiated in the
1970s when the city was first trying to
become a major metropolitan area. 
"They got people from the university
and the community and everybody
together and form a vision of what they
wanted to do with the next 10, 20
years," Vogelsang said. "That's basical-
ly what this commission is going to be
doing here. We were looking at issues
on a larger scale."
Vogelsang was assigned to the
finance committee, which was
"charged with the task of basically tak-
ing a look at where the money comes
from right now that funds all the activ-
ities and all the aspects of the universi-
ty and trying to find a way of increas-
ing that amount of money," he  said.
"[UTB/TSC] has a budget of $89.5
million for this fiscal year," Vogelsang
said. "That is not enough money to run
a college, which shocked me tremen-
dously."
Vogelsang added that more money is
needed for the university since the
increase in student fees is not enough
to defray the costs of new building
additions to alleviate student crowding
in classrooms.
Edward Camarillo added that
University of Texas System Chancellor
Mark Yudof said UTB/TSC's budget
slash was the most severe of any
University of Texas component, oper-
ating on a budget of 25 percent less
money. Camarillo said that the chan-
cellor spoke of UTB/TSC's dramatic
reduction in funding at the board of
regents meeting. 
Vogelsang added that UTB/TSC's
budget operates on roughly 29 percent
of student fees and receives the
remainder of its funding from the state.
"The majority of the money that the
college has to offer does not come from
fees and tuitions which might be the
misconception out there," Vogelsang
said.
attaching a request for contributions to
a research study would increase the
chances for success.
English and Speech Department
Chair Charles Dameron likened the
suggestions to the scholarship initia-
tive 15 years ago.
"One of the things we did do was to
make contact with lots of folks out
there who gave what they could. …
That may not lead to huge amounts [of
money] itself, but the long-term payoff
is spectacular."
Dameron explained that most people
thought the endowment program 15
years ago would not meet its goal, but
it ultimately did. He suggested apply-
ing similar strategies used in the
endowment campaign to a newer one.
"We've gotten payoff from that ever
since; it's grown and it's provided lots
of money for students to come here,"
Dameron said.
Whittington explained that the
endowment program contained an
objective known by all who participat-
ed and also involved a "hook," rather
than being an "amorphous fund-raising
effort" that led to its success.
"There was a hook that tied in com-
munity pride and pride for the univer-
sity," Whittington said. "We need to
not only to create an objective out
there, but we need to develop a mes-
sage with it that gives that program
some identity."
Whittington said the success of an
Internet campaign raising millions of
dollars $5 at a time must hold some
kind of message that mobilizes the
public to participate.
Fine Arts Department Chair Sue
Zanne Urbis proposed marketing that
would allow contributors to rename
the schools through a donation. 
"There are many universities who
have [various schools] who are named
SGA
Coninued from Page 1
Futures
Continued from Page 11
See ‘Futures,’ next page
Student Publications is accepting applica-
tions for Collegian Online Editor for
Spring 2004. Knowledge of Dreamweaver
and Photoshop a must. Deadline to apply
is 5 p.m. Dec. 5. For more information,
call 554-5143.
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Workforce director visits Thailand for exchange program
For six weeks, Mark Sorensen, direc-
tor of Workforce Training and
Continuing Education at UTB/TSC,
was immersed in the culture of
Thailand with the intent of exchanging
ideas on an international level and
implementing strategies he learned in
Southeast Asia to continuing education
at UTB/TSC. 
Sorensen went to Thailand during
September and October as part of the
Fulbright Exchange Program for teach-
ers and administrators.
"The purpose of the program is the
exchange of ideas internationally on
effective education practices, fostering
the development of partnerships
between the U.S. and foreign universi-
ties, and to build mutual understanding
between the people of the United States
and the rest of the world," Sorensen
said.
The Fulbright Exchange Program,
established in 1946 under legislation
introduced by the late Senator J.
William Fulbright of Arkansas, is
sponsored by the U.S. Department of
State and the J. William Fulbright
Foreign Scholarship board.
Sorensen participated in the adminis-
trative exchange, which includes the
participating countries of Argentina,
Bulgaria, Canada, Czech Republic,
Estonia, Finland, Germany, Jordan,
Mexico, Oman, Romania, Slovak
Republic, Thailand, Turkey, the United
Kingdom and Uruguay.
While in Thailand, Sorensen spent
much of his time making presentations
and conducting workshops dealing
with how workforce training and con-
tinuing education is done at UTB/TSC.
"Thailand is just starting to explore
this type of education," Sorensen said.
"Most of the students I saw were 18 to
23 years old, the traditional student
who moves from high school into col-
lege, then enters the workforce.  Now
the country is seeing a change and they
are trying to develop an economy and
skills that are more up to date with the
rest of the world."
Those skills included workshops on
current business techniques, grant writ-
ing, fund-raising, online instruction, as
well as several other areas just begin-
ning to emerge in Southeast Asia.
Sorensen said that although much of
his time was spent teaching, he also
learned quite a bit from the experience.  
"I learned a great deal about estab-
lishing international collaboration and
we're looking into following up on that
here," Sorensen said.  "There was also
a considerable focus on business and
micro-enterprise in Thailand.  It's very
entrepreneurial because many of the
businesses are family oriented and they
have a lot of opportunities to build
small enterprises."
Another point of interest to Sorensen
was the cultural influence on the socie-
ty of the country.
"Culturally, I learned a lot," Sorensen
said.  "Ninety percent of the country is
Buddhist and I think that has a great
impact on the personality of the people.
I know it's had an impact on me per-
sonally."
That personality is one of calmness
and generosity, said Sorensen, who
spent time visiting different cultural
avenues in Thailand, including
Buddhist monks.
Sorensen's exchange counterpart is
Tanate Chitsuthipakorn, a professor of
business at Phakklang University and a
doctoral candidate at Chulalongkorn
University in Thailand. 
"The Fulbright Exchange Program is
designed so that the exchange partners
have very similar goals in mind when
traveling to the host country," Sorensen
said.  "Both Tanate and I wanted to see
how workforce training and continuing
education works in foreign markets.
Luckily, a match was made and we
were able to take part in the program."
Chitsuthipakorn is currently travel-
ing throughout the United States and
will return to Brownsville early this
month.
"When I was in Thailand, I stayed in
Tanate's home with him and his fami-
ly," Sorensen said.  "While Tanate is
here in Brownsville, he has the chance
to stay in the dorms on campus and
experience that aspect of the university.
He also had the chance to visit Mexico
and see yet another culture."
For Sorensen, the Fulbright
Exchange Program gave him opportu-
nity to experience another culture and
exchange ideas that he hopes will have
a positive impact on workforce training
and continuing education both at
UTB/TSC as well as the areas he visit-
ed during his journey abroad.
Sorensen said he hopes to participate in
the program again to further establish
international relations among foreign
universities.
By Mary Lou Alvarez
Staff Writer
Mark Sorensen poses with young Theravadda Buddhists in Thailand.
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after individuals who have given siz-
able endowment--million of dollars,"
Urbis said. "Those kinds of things put
us on the map."
Strong said the university has a plan
for marketing school renaming, but
lacks personnel needed to actively
market the program on a daily basis.
Director of Development Barry Horn
explained the mission of the commit-
tee, saying that three key strategies
need to be met: identifying, cultivating
and asking. He also said that most con-
tributions are made unasked.
"Those dollars are usually never
actually asked for," Horn said, adding
that the donor has to hear the universi-
ty's story before ever being approached
for contributions.
"He [has to] already [be] on your side
… then you present before them the
opportunity. … But you don't typically
ever ask--they are going to ask you,
'May I?'"
Horn asked that everyone in the
room convey the message the universi-
ty is broadcasting to the community.
"I think we need more of a message
to an outsider who comes to campus,"
Manager of Special Collections and
Archivist John Hawthorne said.
"Working in the Hunter Room, I often
see folks that come from far off to do
historical research."
Hawthorne said frequent visitors'
complaints were the lack of a visitors
center, museum and campus tours.
Strong said UTB/TSC's advertising
campaign isn't geared toward students.
"We're not advertising to students
who want to go to college," Strong
said. "We're advertising to people who
have already been to college."
Peltz urged marketing of the univer-
sity's programs.
"We need to transform these activi-
ties into something that can attract the
attention not only in our community,
but eventually out of state," Peltz said. 
Whittington asked Peltz if there was
a list of studies that could do this.
Peltz said the breast cancer research
project he is currently heading, the
Alzheimer's study headed by Associate
Professor of Biological Sciences Luis
Colom and the infectious diseases
study that Associate Professor of
Biological Sciences Daniel
Provenzano operates are candidates.
"Maybe if [philanthropists in big
cities] get this information--this mes-
sage--they can wake up: 'Hey--these
guys are doing something there.’ ...
And instead of contributing to the
University of Texas at Austin, maybe
they're going to contribute to us," Peltz
said.
One member called for more com-
munity involvement in campus activi-
ties.
"I think [Spring 2002's]
Homecoming concept brought a lot of
people from the community that hadn't
seen what we developed into,"
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
Georgiana Velarde said. "It created a
lot of buzz in the community and then
we dropped the ball and didn't bring
them back. … I think we need to fol-
low through on some of those things
that will keep them coming back."
Velarde said the success of this year's
Halloween Extravaganza has spurred
plans for an Easter Egg Hunt. 
"For somebody that has children, I
know that there is no place in
Brownsville [to have the event]."
Velarde said. "I'm hoping that the
springtime event will be a huge success
and draw in a lot of families."
All of the task forces are scheduled
to meet again on Jan. 13.
Futures
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Recibir una educación en los Estados
Unidos, puede ser un proceso muy
largo si eres un estudiante interna-
cional, dijo la abogada en inmigración
Jodi Goodwin. 
Goodwin presentó una conferencia
titulada "Ley de Inmigración y
Estudiantes Internacionales" el 18 de
noviembre como parte de la cele-
bración de la Semana de Educación
Internacional en UTB/TSC.
"Si [los estudiantes internacionales]
hacen todo correctamente y siguen el
sistema, [ellos podrán] adquirir una
visa y [ellos] podrán estudiar y posi-
blemente trabajar aquí", dijo Goodwin
a un grupo de aproximadamente una
decena de estudiantes que se reunieron
en el Salón Gardenia de la Unión
Estudiantil para su conferencia. El
problema más frecuente es que hay
muchos obstáculos".
Los estudiantes internacionales
deben de tener la visa F-1 para poder
estudiar en los Estados Unidos. Para
recibir una visa F-1, el estudiante debe





mente muestra lo que
vas a estar estudian-
do, que tan largo va a
ser tu plan académi-
co, cuanto te va a
costar y también muestra las finanzas
de cuanto tienes para pagar por tu edu-
cación, porque los estudiantes extran-
jeros tienen que pagar su cuota de estu-
diante extranjero la cual tiene un costo
de tres veces mas que alguna otra per-
sona tiene que pagar", dijo Goodwin. 
Con esa forma, el estudiante puede
hacer la solicitud para una visa en el
consulado Americano en su país.
"Una vez que la visa es dada, pueden
venir a los Estados Unidos e ir a la
escuela por el transcurso de lo que dure
su carrera", dijo ella.
Desde los ataques terroristas del 9-
11, nuevas normas y restricciones han
sido implementadas sobre estudiantes
internacionales, dijo Goodwin.
"Algunos de los cambios hechos
desde el  9-11 que han afectado a los
estudiantes es el requisito de que todas
las entrevistas consulares deben de ser
en persona," ella dijo. "Esto siempre ha
sido el caso de muchos mexicanos pero
muchas otras nacionalidades [podían]
depositar o mandar por correo la solic-
itud para su visa".
Goodwin dice que el Departamento
de Seguridad de la Patria ahora usa una
sofisticada base de datos llamada
Sistema de Información del Estudiante
y Visitante de Intercambio (SEVIS)
para rastrear a estudiantes interna-
cionales.
Desde el comienzo del programa
SEVIS, todos los estudiantes han
tenido que poner su información el sis-
tema", ella dijo. "Rastrean cuando reci-
bieron su visa, su I-20, sus clases y su
permiso de trabajo, si es aplicable".
Hay una reglamentación que fue
propuesta de una cuota de $100 por
cada persona que este en el SEVIS,
dijo Goodwin.
"Otras restricciones son que los
[estudiantes] no pueden cambiar de
escuelas sin antes hacer un complicado
proceso por medio de SEVIS para
poder trasladarse a otra institución",
dijo ella. "De la misma manera, si los
[estudiantes] cambian  su categoría de
ser un visitante a ser un estudiante, no
pueden empezar las clases hasta que
sean aprobados, considerando que
antes si podían comenzar sus estudios".
Goodwin dijo que los estudiantes
internacionales son importantes para
los Estados Unidos. 
"Es importante para los estudiantes
extranjeros venir a los Estados Unidos
no solamente por su diversidad, sino
porque es una potencia económica
mundial, los Estados Unidos necesita
conocimiento extranjero para poder
competir globalmente", dijo Goodwin.
Después de graduarse, algunos estu-
diantes internacionales desean
quedarse en los Estados Unidos para
trabajar en su especialidad.
Se le preguntó cuáles eran los pro-
cedimientos para que los estudiantes
extranjeros puedan convertirse en resi-
dentes permanentes, Goodwin dijo que
no hay solo una mannera para que un
estudiante internacional se pueda con-
vertir en residente permanente.
"Hay opciones que estudiantes
pueden hacer después de graduarse,
[como] entrenamiento práctico
opcional, la visa H-1B, etc., no hay
solo  una manera para poder conver-
tirse en un residente permanente", dijo
ella.Aportando su granito de arena
MARIA DURON/ COLLEGIAN
Estudiante del primer año en criminología Tania Benavides y estu-
diante del primer año en tecnología industrial Juan Reséndez par-
ticipan en la Campaña de Limpieza de la Ciudad de Brownsville
ayudando a limpiar un lote baldío en la calle Wildrose Lane cerca
de la Autopista 77/83 el 15 de noviembre. Benavides y Reséndez
formaban parte de un grupo de seis miembros del club CAMP de
UTB/TSC (Programa de Asistencia a Emigrantes en el Colegio)
como parte de un proyecto de servicio a la comunidad.
Abogada explica reglas para estudiantes internacionales
Por Sonia Mejía 
Editora del Collegian






Reconocimientos: Lista de la
Rectora, Lista Nacional de
Decanos y Lista del Decano
Pasatiempos: Conversar por
Internet, ir al cine y cenar fuera
con sus amigos
¿Cuál ha sido tu reto más
grande? "Que los maestros no
creyeran que yo podía ser capaz
de desempeñarme bien en clases
avanzadas porque tengo dislex-
ia".
¿Cuáles son tus metas a
futuro? "Quiero terminar mi car-
rera como educadora para ser
maestra de dislexia".
Si pudieras cambiar algo de
la universidad, ¿Qué harías?
"Tener más estacionamiento y
que se arreglen las calles de la
universidad".
Anécdota: "Cuando estaba en
la secundaria me puse zapatos
diferentes y no me di cuenta
hasta mi última clase, cuando me
iba a atar las cintas. Estaba en
clase y me empecé a reír a media
clase, mi maestra me hizo que le
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Jodi Goodwin
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As my favorite columnist Bill
Simmons would say," Here's the best
thing about writing a column: You can
vent." And I shall!
First off let's hit the fantasy world. I
have a team that contains the likes of
Ricky Williams, Edge James, Corey
Dillon, Andre Johnson, Randy Moss,
Jeremy Shockey, Trent Green, Chris
Chambers, Olindo Mare; one would
think I would at least be in the top four
in my league of 10. But no! I have a
dismal record of 3-8 and it's ruining my
life.
I take pride in football and to be at
the bottom of the basement in my
league is eating at my soul. Finals are
coming up--I don't care. Nick Vanexel
is playing with the Warriors--I don't
care. Lakers are at the top of the league-
-I don't care.
The holidays are here and I am not in
a jolly spirit!
To make matters worse, the Dolphins
have developed a cancer during the sea-
son, and it's called the offensive line.
Ricky Williams has had two decent
rushing performances all season. There
was a span of seven games where he
didn't hit the century mark. Teams are
putting eight men in the box --and since
our passing game is horrible-- we don't
muster any offense. It's driving me
crazy! 
I spend my Sundays saying things
like, " Hurry up and go three and out so
our defense can score!" I am not sure if
I can take another Finz loss. I am
affected in all aspects in my life when it
occurs. 
On Monday morning I have a hard
time getting up for school and I tend to
say to myself, "Why go?" At work
when I look back on my stories I find
random thoughts like "score, points,
offensive" in them. My family and
friends know when Miami has added
another to the Loss column, and more
than half don't follow football! All they
do is just look into my eyes. 
I want one thing for Christmas and
that is to win! Last year when they
missed the playoffs--for the first time in
six years--I locked myself in my room
and cut off all communication to the
world outside. It took me 'til about mid-
July to recover. That was mainly
because the Cubs kept me occupied and
I didn't think about it. 
I have to look at the positives though:
There are still four more games left and
if I can somehow manage to win the
last few in my fantasy football league, I
will finish a very mediocre 7-8. The
Dolphins have never done this bad so
early in the year. They are usually five
or six games above 500, then come
crashing down in late November and
December. Maybe this is the year the
curse is reversed! Thinking positive! 
There. I feel better. 
Team Sting's National hopes end in conference playoffs
Team Sting's National hopes were
brought to an abrupt halt after falling to
San Jacinto College in the first round
of the conference tournament held at
Lee College in Baytown. The team led
in the first two sets and was close in the
third but never sealed the deal.
In the first set, both teams scratched
and clawed for any sort of run to try to
develop some separation. With the
scored tied at 9-9, the Lady Ravens
went on the first run, scoring four
straight points and prompting head
coach Skippy Brown to call a timeout.
After the timeout, Team Sting went on
a run of its own, scoring six straight
points and forcing the Lady Ravens to
use up one of their timeouts. The Lady
Ravens came out of the timeout and
answered back, tying the game up at
16-16. Both teams exchanged blows,
splitting the next 22 points and knot-
ting them up at 27-27. San Jacinto then
scored three of the next four points to
give them the set 30-28.
The second set saw the Lady
Scorpions jump off to a 4-1 lead behind
the block of Xochitl Garza and Devon
Watts. Once again the Lady Ravens
bounced back and closed the gap to one
at 8-7. Team Sting would then take its
biggest lead of the set by going up five
points at 14-9.  The Lady Scorpions
held their lead for most of the set but
began to stumble when San Jacinto tied
it up at 21-21.  The Lady Ravens'
comeback seemed to freeze Team Sting
as they went on to win the set 30-26.
"You study film and work with the
players to work on a specific team and
we worked on it so hard that we didn't
do it," Brown said.
Team Sting seemed to have the wind
knocked out of it after letting the first
two sets slip away. The Lady Ravens
took advantage of the downed
Scorpion squad and sprung to a 9-3
lead. Team Sting showed its resilience
by tying the set up at 17 all. With
momentum shifting toward the
Scorpions side, the Ravens grabbed it
back by regaining the lead at 24-18.
After a timeout by Brown, Team Sting
shortened the gap to within three at 25-
22. That spurt would be the team's last
of the match as well as the season. The
Lady Ravens scored five straight
points and took the match in the third
set at 22-30.
Brown then explained that the team
probably peaked too early.
"It was unfortunate that the team
peaked too early," he said. "You never
know how to manage that. They were
hot as firecrackers! I pulled out every
trick I knew, they just didn't click.
Timing is everything in a must-win sit-
uation and if you’re not clicking, you're
not going to win."
Brown gave his final thoughts on the
team as well as the season.
"That's the funnest team I enjoyed in
my coaching career,” he said. “I don't
think I will ever have a team like that
again. Sometimes it was a real chore to
coach but it was very enjoyable. I hope
it happens again but I don't think it ever
will. The school should be proud of
this team."
By Louie Vera 
Sports Editor
Crystal Baller
Life as a fantasy, sort of




Business major Jorge Almanza (left) and engineering technology
major Jose Luis Salazar stay stride by stride with each other  for the
Red Devils in the soccer tournament semifinal match vs. Barza,
which won 4-0. La Korrupcion defeated the Creatures for the soc-
cer title in the tourney sponsored by the Office of Student Activities.
A total of 14 teams competed.
December Specials
Monday-Thursday
Rent 1 VHS  film and 
get a free rental on 
1 VHS
Give your friends the gift of entertainment.
Let them enjoy the best of foreign and classic films.
•Artistic certificate valid for the rental of 2 VHS $5.00
•Artistic certificate valid for the rental of 2 DVDs $6.00
•Artistic certificate valid for the rental of 1 VHS and DVD $5.50
Rentals are for 5 days. DVD rentals $2.50, VHS rentals $1.99
Contact us at (956) 542-1155 for more information.
In front of the Village at Fort Brown 
(enter through back street of UTB)
UTB/TSC Food Court Thank You UTB/TSC
Pizza Slice only $1.00
Good luck on finals
and have a great and safe Christmas holiday!
Banana Muffins $1.00
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For all art majors at UTB/TSC, the
approach of graduation can mean only
one thing: Senior Art Shows.  While
the senior show is a requirement to
graduate for art majors, most people
would be hard pressed to come across
an art student who doesn't look forward
to showcasing the culmination of their
talent.  This month, seven senior art
students will display their finest work
at the Richardson Art Gallery on cam-
pus.
The opening reception for Manuel
Barrera, Susana Garcia, Carlos Gracia
and Adrian Jude Salazar's senior art
show will be held at 6:30 p.m. today.
Their show will feature a wide variety
of work ranging from art influenced by
pop culture and icons to Japanese- and
Chinese-influenced ceramics.
"There's quite a diversity of art in
this show," Salazar said.  "I consider
the work that I do to be contemporary
and I use popular icons and autobio-
graphic themes in my pieces."
Garcia's work focuses more on orien-
tal influences.
"A lot of my stuff I based on impres-
sionist Japanese and oriental prints,"
Garcia said.  "I find the art of the orient
very intriguing and incorporating it
into my work is something I've been
experimenting with."
Although the styles and subject mat-
ter differ in these artists' pieces, they
feel that the range of work will give the
viewers something varied to look at.
This show will run through Friday.
The opening for the second senior art
show, titled
"Expressarte," will
take place at 6:30
p.m. Dec. 8.
"Expressarte" will
feature work by sen-
ior art majors Patricia
Barrera, Rolando
Holland and Erica
Treviño.  The consen-
sus by the three artists







sion is through the
use of rich colors and textures.
"My artwork is a narration of color
events in my life," Barrera said.
"There was an emotion that I experi-
enced when I first saw the paint, then
the impression of color in my palette
gave me the inspiration to create feel-
ings and emotions in my artwork.
Color has an expressive power to com-
municate without relying on a subject
matter in the traditional sense."
Holland's art is also about self-
expression, and the way he communi-
cates this is through representations of
nature and the female form because he
said he feels that they have similar
qualities that go hand in hand.
"I've always had a hard time commu-
nicating with words," Holland said.
"Art has always been the easiest way
for me to express myself.  The content
in my pieces consist of a mixture of
abstract and surrealistic styles."
Treviño's art is also about expres-
sion, but for her, it is a record of her
personal life.
"I'm drawn to colors, shapes, textures
and figures that represent my hidden
emotions," Treviño said.  "These works
can be interpreted as a puzzle that
needs to be put together."
Expressarte will run from Dec. 8-12
at the Richardson Art Galley.   Gallery
hours are Monday through Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Fridays
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.  The gallery is
located on the second floor of the Art
Building on the UTB/TSC campus.
For more information, contact gallery
director Teresa Eckerman-Pfiel at
gallery@utb.edu or call 983-7097.
Senior exhibits showcase culmination of work
By Mary Lou Alvarez
Staff Writer
Patricia Barrera’s Abstract No. 1
